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Objectives of the overall project

This project was initiated by Federated Co-
operatives Limited (FCL). to review, in the
field, a cross-section of the road
deactivation works completed since 1996
within their operating area. The goal was to
review deactivation work completed during
the time period, to assess its effectiveness,
and to determine if further remediation is
required.
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Name of Watershed / Sub-basin, & Location

The roads inspected for this project are in
the Scotch Creek, Celista Creek, and Wap
Creek watersheds which are within FL-
A18670 and TO-635 of FCL’s operating
areas.

Introduction

Landmark Forest Management Ltd.
(Landmark) was retained by FCL to perform
Post-Works Road Maintenance Inspections
on selected non-status roads previously
deactivated.
Since 1996 FCL has undertaken a proactive
approach to environmental maintenance
projects on non-status roads within their

licence area.  Water management, soil
erosion, and sediment control projects have
been undertaken over a large part of FCL’s
operating area. 
These inspections were carried out in the
summer of 2004 on a cross-section of non-
status roads that have been deactivated as
part of Federated’s FRBC and FIA
programs since 1996. Their purpose was to
confirm whether or not the works are
functioning as intended, and if not, what
remedial works may be necessary.

Environmental Maintenance Project Plan

Using a combination of planning data
previously completed and local knowledge
of the previously deactivated sites the
following roads were chosen for
inspections:

Mapsheet Road Number
(IWAP road I.D.#)

82L.064 East Canoe Creek
82L.088 BR-4 Spur-100 (TO-635)
82M.003 12km 670 RD, 3002.090,

3008.010, 3008.011
82M.004 0690.420, 3005.013,

3013.080
82M.013 3010.023/024
82M.014 3011.003
82M.026 1030.003
82M.036 1040.000, 1040.607,

1040.870, 1045.227

Description of Completed Works

Field reviews were conducted between late
July and early September of 2004.
In completing this project it was found that
the majority of the road deactivation works
completed have been successful in
mitigating the potential for road failure or
mass-wasting events. Most roads are



currently stable, and in only a few cases are
there instability issues that should be
addressed.
In general, bioengineering works and grass-
seeding, when applied appropriately, were
effective at providing stability to slopes and
initiating the development of vegetation on
these sites to prevent surface erosion. In
several instances the soils and moisture
available was not appropriate for some of
the bioengineering activities carried out
such as live staking. At other times the
scale of the slope stability problem was too
great for the effective application of 

bioengineering.

Proposed Future Works

One road section was identified that could
benefit from maintenance work. The
activities required can be identified on the
road review forms and are described in the
following table:

Road Location Works Required

3010.023 Scotch
Ck.

Cross ditch installation,
culvert removal/repair,
armouring of ditchline at
location of erosion

The Black Hole (3013.080) is the location of
a failure that is very closely linked to Scotch
Creek. It is, however, extremely difficult to
access due to the condition of a segment of
road immediately before the junction to the
lower road that provides access to this area. 

This segment of road is on a clay seam,
and a combination of deactivation work and
erosion limit access beyond this location.

Rehabbed and Revegetated Road – East
Canoe Creek.

Rehabbed and Revegetated Slope Failure
on the 3001.003 Road Scotch Creek.


